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(ABSTRACT)

I A new method for extracting lines from discrete binary images is
proposed. The algorithm is capable of extracing individual lines and
producing a structure-descriptive representation for every line
extracted. The algorithm could be considered as an extension of
Wakayama's Maximal Square Moving (MSM) algorithm[37] since

A

pseudo maximal squares are substituted for maximal squares, but
essentially, it is distinct from the MSM algorithm because squares
are derived only in the most desirable direction while tracking a
line. The resulting representation of a line is a set of points that are
the centers of the pseudo maximal squares along the tracked line.
This information is highly conducive to creating a high-level
mathematical representation of the line being tracked. Examples are
given for regions of a complex map.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.0 Introduction
Feature extraction from images has become a popular tool in many
applications, such as mapping, engineering drafting, computer vision
and image compression. In recent years, considerable efforts have
been directed toward research on feature extraction. The goal of
this thesis is to develop a line extraction algorithm on binary images
such that the resulting representation of each line extracted is
suitable for high-level mathematical representation of that line.

One intuitive idea for extracting lines from binary images is first to
thin the lines down to their skeletons and then track these skeletons
to obtain the line features. This approach is adopted by Suetens et
al.[33] in their semiautomatic line tracking algorithm. Many
thinning algorithms exist and each is successful in its own way.
Most of them are based on the classical thinning method in which
the objects are successively peeled (thinned) from their boundary
by tracing their contours. The contour pixels are examined to j
determine whether they are multiple or not. A multiple pixel isonesuch

that deletion of this pixel will disconnect an originally 1
connected part of the image. All non-multiple pixels are deleted I

I
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from the image while multiple pixels remain to form the skeleton of
the image. The resulting skeletons of the classical thinning
algorithm consist of 4- or 8-connected pixels .

Pavlidis[20,2l] developed patterns of the eight-neighbors of a
multiple pixel. For a black pixel being examined, the pattern of its
eight—neighbors are compared against those for multiple pixels. If a
match is found, then the pixel is marked as a multiple pixel.
Otherwise, the pixel is deletable. Beun[2] used the classical thinning
algorithm to thin hand—written numerals for automatic recognition.
Deutsch[9] also used the eight-neighbors to determine whether a
pixel is deletable or not. A set of conditions are developed that the
eight-neighbors of a pixel must satisfy in order to delete that pixel.
Suetens et al.[33] adopted Deutshe's thinning algorithm. Stefanelli
and R0senfeld[32] also determined multiple pixels by matching the
patterns of their eight-neighbors against a set of predefined
patterns. Greenlee and Arcelli et al.[l,l2] used the crossing number
to determine deletable pixels. The crossing number of a pixel is the
number of crossings from a white pixel to a black pixel occuring in
the eight-neighborhood of that pixel when taking a 4-path around it,
starting from any 8-adjacent element and going back to the initial
position.
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1
The classical thinning method is in general slow. Furthermore, the
resulting skeletons do not lend themselves easily for tracking,
especially at places where there are several lines intersecting each
other. Since all skeletons of the lines are of thickness one, it is very
difficult to determine which skeleton to follow based on the thinning p
result. The semiautomatic line tracking algorithm proposed by
Suetens et al.[33] illustrates this difficulty. The algorithm is applied
to the skeletons produced by thinning. The user selects the starting
point and the algorithm starts to follow the skeleton. Whenever the
tracker reaches a point where multiple paths are present, such as an
intersection point, it stops to ask the user to check the desired path.
Obviously if the line being tracked contains many intersection
points, then the tracking algorithm will require a lot of user
intervention. Also, it is difficult to obtain line thickness using this
method.

It should be noted that there could be two distinct types of skeleton
representations for a digitized binary image: binary image
representation and structure—descriptive representation. In the
former type of representation, the resulting skeletons consist of 4-
or 8-connected pixels formed on a digitized binary image. The latter
type gives a data-structure-type representation for skeletons in
which skeleton composing elements (points) may not be 4- or
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8—connected. From this type of representation, one can easily obtain
versatile kinds of skeleton representations for syntactical or
semantical structures of skeletons.

Watson et al.[39] developed a grey tone line tracking algorithm. It is
a robust, noniterative and sequential algorithm which extracts
potential line and region pixels from grey tone line drawing images.
The image is first blurred by a Gaussian filter so that the grey tone
intensity surface of a line is ridge-like. The gray tones in the image
range from 0 to 255 in value and average line intensities vary from
50 to 250. A double adaptive thresholding(DAT) algorithm is then
used to determine object and background pixels. DAT uses two
thresholds. The low threshold is chosen to be slightly higher than
the background pixel values. Pixels with a gray tone value that
exceeds this threshold are then used to compute the average
intensity of a 3 by 3 processing window centered at the current
pixel. The upper threshold is computed by multiplying this average
by a cutoff factor. Only the ridgeline pixels of the concave ridges
have values more than the upper threshold and therefore appear in
the output as object pixels. A line tracking algorithm is applied to
the result of the DAT algorithm. It scanns the image from left to 1
right and top to bottom to locate starting points of new lines. It
thentracksthe ridges of the gray tone intensity surfaces corresponding|
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to the lines. The lines are encoded as they are being tracked. This
algorithm, however, requires as its input a gray scale image. It is
not applicable to binary images where each pixel has value 0 or 1.

Baruch[4] proposed an algorithm which performs line thinning on
binary images by line following. Two pointers pointing to the left
and right edges of the tracked line are used as well as a dynamic
window. The line following is done always within the pre-defined
current window. The window is set to surround the two pointers.
The algorithm scans the edge of the current window for
intersections of the edges of the line and the perimeter of the
window. If the line ends inside the current window, then the line
follower ends. If the line moves outside of the current window, then
the window moves accordingly. In the case where the tracked line
branches inside the current window, the algorithm recursively calls
the line follower to track all branches of the tracked line. The
skeleton is defined as the unit width line connecting the centers of
successive windows which are built during the line-following
process.

Peleg and Rosenfeld developed a min-max medial axis l

transformation (MMMAT) algorithm to produce skeletons of images. 35
Take a subset S of an image, let P be a point of S, and let D(P) be the 1

1

1
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largest disk centered at P that is contained in S. D(P) is a maximal
disk of S if it is not contained in D(Q) for any Q <> P. Then, S is the
union of its maximal disks. The medial axis transform(MAT) of S
consists of the centers of these disks together with their radii. In
digital pictures disks are usually approximated by squares. The
MAT can also be defined by a propagation starting at the contour of
the figure, and propagating toward the inside of the figure. The
contour is the initial wavefront of the propagation whose velocity is
fixed. Wavefront superposition is not allowed, and wave front
intersection points are the points of the MAT. The propagation of a
wavefront in a binary image can be modeled by a sequence of
"shrink" operations, and the MAT can be constructed by a simple
process of iterated shrinking and reexpanding using the
8-neighborhood. A single expansion of S means that all points of the
complement S' which are neighbors of points in S are adjoined to S; a
single shrinking of S means that all points of S which are neighbors
of points in S' are deleted from S. S(k) denotes the result of
expanding S k times and S('k) that of shrinking S k times. A point is
in S(°k) if its distance from S' is at least k. For all nonnegative i and
j, The difference set Dk = S(°k+1) -
(S('k))(l) consists of points whose distances from S' are k-1, and
which have no neighbor at distance k or greater; hence the Dk is

thesetof distance maxima at distance k—l from S'. Thus Uk Dk is theI
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set of all distance maxima, i.e., of MAT points. In a binary image,
shrinking S is equivalent to performing a local MIN operation and
expanding S is equivalent to performing a local MAX operation,
hence the name MMMAT.

Wakayama[37] proposed a maximal square-moving algorithm for
tracing the skeletons of objects in a digitized binary image by which
structure-descriptive skeleton representations are directly obtained.
The algorithm is an alternative method for generating MAT on a
binary image. It first defines initial maximal squares of the objects,
and then derives additional maximal squares through the windows
of existing maximal squares. Chapter 2 gives a more detailed
description of this algorithm. Figure 1.l(a) is a sample image, and
Figure l.l(b) is the resulting MAT generated by the MSM algorithm
and the MMMAT algorithm. A line tracking algorithm is needed for
applications where individual lines must be extracted and
represented.

This thesis proposes an new method for line extraction. It could be
considered as an extension of the maximal square-moving algorithm,
since it uses the method of square-moving. However, it is I
essentially distinct from the maximal square-moving algorithm I
because the maximal square is replaced by a pseudo—maximal I

1
1
I

I
I
1
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Figure 1.1 (a) A typical line
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Figure 1.1 (b) Tracking the line in Figure 1.1 (a) using the MSM algorithm
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square and the square is moved in an optimal path to extract a line
rather than in all possible directions throughout the image. In other
words, lines are extracted one at a time. A certain amount of
intelligence is incorporated into this algorithm to determine an
optimal tracking path. This algorithm makes partial tracking very
easy, and it is also able to approximate the thickness of each
extracted line.
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Chapter 2 Wakayama's MSM Algorithm

2.0 Introduction
Wakayama proposed a maximal square moving (MSM) algorithm for
producing core lines of objects in a digitized binary image, by which
structure—description core line representations are directly obtained.
As the image is input in a row-by—row fashion, initial squares are
defined and enlarged into maximal squares. For each maximal
square, the MSM algorithm determines a subset of the edge pixels to
be the windows of the square. A new square is then derived from
each window. The process is repeated until the last row is reached.
At that point, the overall core lines are completely obtained as the
connections of maximal squares neighboring each other. The MSM
algorithm guarantees the core—line connectivity in a sense of
maximal square neighborhood relations. Furthermore, the original
objects can be reconstructed exactly from the core lines derived by
the algorithm.

2.1 Description of the MSM Algorithm
Each input row consists of zero or more groups of one or more
consecutive black pixels, each group is called a mn of pixels, and is

ll



12distinguishedby its starting and ending columns. Two runs are said
to be adjacent if they lie on adjacent lines and their projections on a
single line overlap. Figure 2.1(a) shows an example of adjacent runs, v

and Figure 2.1(b) shows an example of non—adjacent runs. If a run
is adjacent to no run on the previous row, then the run is called a
beginning run.

A square is simply a square region(aligned with axes) consisting
only of black pixels. A square S can be described by
{Pxy,size,Nbr(S),Flag(S)}, where Pxy is the coordinates of the upper
left corner of S, size is the side length of S, Nbr(S) designates a set of
the neighboring squares of S, and Flag(S) indicates whether S is
maximal or not.

A square has four sides, namely, top, left, right, and bottom. Each
square may be left- or right—enlargeable. It is right—enlargeable if it
can be extended one column to the right and one row to the bottom
and still consist entirely of black pixels. Similarly, if a square can be
extended one column to the left and one row to the bottom, then it is
left enlargeable. Figure 2.2 shows a right-enlargeable square, notice
the non-conventional coordinate system used by Wakayama.
Suppose S = {PXy,size,Nbr(S),Flag(S)}, then a right enlarging
operation transforms it into S' = {PXy,size+1,Nbr(S),Flag(S)}. Or, a left
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rowj
row j+1

Figure 2.1 (a) Two adjacent runs
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rowj
row j+1

Figure 2.1 (b) Two non-adjacent runs
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enlarging operation transforms it into S" =
{PX_1,y,size+1,Nbr(S),Flag(S)}. A square is maximal if it is neither
left—enlargeable nor right-enlargeable.

A maximal square may have left, right or bottom windows. For a
maximal square S = {PXy,size,Nbr(S),1}, if integers c and d (O <= c <=
d <= size) exist such that the conditions

a) either c = 0, or c > O and value(x-1, y+c-1) = 0,
b) value(x—l,y+i) = l for i = c, c+l, ..., d,
c) either d = size, or d < size and value(x-1, y+d+l) = 0

hold, then a set of black pixels WL = {Pxi I y+c <= i <= y+d} is called a
left window of S. Similarly, if the conditions

a) either c = O, or c > O and value(x+size, y+c-1) = O,
b) value(x+size, y+i) = 1 for i = c, c+l, d,
c) either d = size, or d < size and value(x+size, y+d+l) = O

hold, then a set of black pixels WR = {Px+SiZc_Li I y+c <= i <= y+d} is
S

called a right window of S. Also, if the conditions
a) either c = O, or c > 0 and value(x+c-1, y+size) = O,
b) value(x+i, y+size) = 1 for i = c, c+l, ..., d,
c) either d = size, or d < size and value(x+d+1, y+size) = 0

hold, then a set of black pixels WB = {PLy+SiZ€_1 I x+c <= i <= x+d} is
called a bottom window of S. In fact, each window of S can be
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viewed as a part of an edge of S, such that the pixels immediately
outside that part of the edge are black.

Assume that S has a left window WL described above. Then, a

square S1 = {PX_Ly+C, d—c+l, {S}, 0} is to be derived from S through

WL. Similarly, if S has a right window WR, then a square

d~c-1, {S}, 0} is to be derived from S through WR,
and also, if S has bottom window WB, then a square S3 =

{S}, 0} is to be derived from S through WB.
Figure 2.3 shows the windows of a maximal square and squares
derived through them.

If a square S1 is derived through the window of another square S0,
then S1 and SO are called neighbors of each other. A set of
neighbors of a square is denoted by Nbr(S). A list of squares to be
processed is kept and denoted by Slist.

The MSM algorithm works as follows. Input a new row, and for each
beginning run in that row, create a square S consisting of the pixel
on the left end of that run. S then is concatenated to Slist. For each 1
enlargeable square S in Slist, enlarge S repeatedly until either S

4
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becomes a maximal square or its enlargeability tCSt cannot
becarriedout because the row following the last row of S has not been
input yet.

If S is a maximal square, then mark it as such by setting Flag(S)
equal to 1. Also link its center to those of its neighbors'. Then, find
the set of windows of S. For each window W, derive a square S'
through W and mark S and S' as neighbors of each other. Also,
concatenate S' to Slist. After all squares in Slist have been
processed, delete from the list those maximal squares that do not
share any pixels with any non—maximal squares. Then, the
algorithm goes on to input the next row and the whole process is
repeated until the last row of the image is reached and all squares in
Slist have been deleted. The entire image can be restored by
redrawing the maximal squares. Regardless of the title, "A
Core—Line Tracing Algorithm Based on Maximal Square Moving", the
MSM algorithm does not produce individual lines from its maximal 1
squares. Ä
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Chapter 3 Description of the PMSM
Algorithm

3.0 Introduction
The basic idea of the pseudo maximal square moving
algorithm(PMSM) is to extract individual lines from an image by
moving squares along the line being tracked. It is different from the
MSM algorithm and the MMMAT algorithm because it generates
individual lines directly while both MSM and MMMAT perform a
transformation of the entire image.

This approach is partly inspired by Wakayama's MSM core·line tracing
algorithm which includes two major steps: (1) define initial maximal
squares on the objects and, (2) derive new squares through the
windows of maximal squares. The result of Wakayama's algorithm is a
set of points, representing the centers of those maximal squares. This
is a structure whose adjacency information is defined in terms of the
maximal squares. The original image may be completely recovered
from the resulting set of points.

The PMSM algorithm uses Wakayama's approach of moving squares of
pixels throughout the image, but instead of indiscriminate movement

20
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of the squares, it only moves them along the most favored direction,
that is, the direction of the line being tracked. The trace left by the
squares, that is, the centers of those squares, is used to represent the
tracked line. The definition of a square is also relaxed so that a square
may contain white pixels, thus allowing optimal tracking. The squares
derived in the PMSM algorithm are pseudo-maximal squares -— PMS,
thus the name PMSM algorithm.

The sizes of the squares derived from different parts of a line are most
likely to be different because of the nonuniformity of the line. Figure
3.1(a) is an image of a typical line, and figure 3.1(b) is the result of
tracking that line. Notice here the variation in square sizes. Tracking
of a line terminates if an appropriately sized square cannot be derived
along that line.

The result of the PMSM algorithm applied to a line is a sequence of
points, where each point represents the center of a square derived
while tracking that line. It is highly suitable for high·level
mathematical representations of the line. Note that it is not the
intention of this algorithm to faithfully recover the original image.
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Figure 3.1 (b) PMSM tracking result of line in Figure 3.1 (a)
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3.1 General Algorithm Description

3.1.0 Major Steps of PMSM
The PMSM algorithm has the following five major steps:
(1) pick a starting pixel for the line to be tracked;
(2) derive the initial square from the starting pixel;
(3) derive the second square from the neighborhood around the initial

square and establish the initial direction of the line;
(4) derive successive squares that are comparable in size with the

average square size;
(5) check validity of the square derived from step (4), if current

square is valid, record it and go back to step (4) and continue,
otherwise check if tracking may be continued at the other end of
the line, if so, go back to step (4), else terminate line tracking.

”
3.1.1 Definitions

input and output
The PMSM algorithm is designed to track lines in a digitized binary
image. Although the t€St images have been primarily road maps, the
algorithm is designed to handle virtually any line drawing. The result
of a tracked line is a set of points that lie on that line, and these are
the points that represent the centers of the squares derived while
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tracking that line. In addition, the algorithm estimates the average
thickness of the tracked line as will be discussed in section 4.4.

Pseudo Maximal Square (PMS)
In Wakayama's definition, a square consists only of black pixels, and
may be enlarged left or right. A maximal square is one such that
enlargement in either direction would result in a square that contains
at least one white pixel.

In the PMSM algorithm, the enlargement of a square can be carried
out in four directions: upper left, upper right, lower left and lower
right. The condition that the square contain only black pixels is

-

relaxed to allow better tracking results, since the goal of the PMSM
algorithm is to obtain structure-descriptive representations of
individual lines in an image and not to recover completely the original
image. A square is allowed to contain some white pixels, as long as the
white pixel percentage on each edge of the square does not exceed
some predetermined threshold. A pseudo maximal square then, in
this sense, is one such that further enlargement results in a square
whose white pixel percentage on at least one edge exceeds the
threshold. For comparison, figure 3.2(a) is a maximal square, and
figure 3.2(b) is a pseudo maximal square, assuming the minimum
percentage of black pixels on each edge is 60%.

l
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Each PMS is described by a triple {leftx, lefty, size}, where (leßx, lefty)
is the upper left comer of the square, and size signifies the size of the
PMS.

PMS_fill_percent -- minimum percentage of black pixels on each
edge of a PMS.

minS -- minimum size of a PMS in order for it to be considered as a
possible valid square.

maxS -- maximum size of a PMS in order for it to be considered as a
possible valid square.

max_diff -- maximum difference allowed between the size of a PMS
and the average PMS size.

min_number_PMS -- minimum number of total PMS's found in
order for an object to be considered a line (may be used in
noninteractive excecution mode for automatic line detection).

I

I
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3.2 Detailed Description of PMSM

3.2.0 Introduction
This section presents a detailed discussion of all the PMSM algorithm
steps listed in the previous section.

3.2.1 Select a Starting Pixel
The first step to tracking a line is the selection of a starting black pixel
(startx, starty) and there are two ways to accomplish this selection,
namely, the interactive method and the noninteractive method.
The interactive method allows the user to select a starting pixel of a
line by clicking the mouse at the desired point of the line. The system
takes the chosen pixel and uses it as the starting point for the initial
PMS derivation.

, In the noninteractive mode, the system scans the image from top to
bottom, left to right for a beginning run. The first pixel of that run is
used to Start tracking a line.

3.2.2 Derive the Initial PMS
After the starting pixel is selected, the tracking algorithm develops a
pseudo maximal square from it through a series of enlarging
operations. The procedure for deriving a pseudo maximal square

_ _
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follows,

Each square starts with a single black pixel, at location (startx, starty),
which is a square in its own right. This size—one square undergoes a
series of enlarging operations that turn it into a pseudo maximal
square. Each enlarging operation extends two adjacent edges of a
square in the appropriate directions by one row or one column. Thus,
the square size is incremented by one.

Every PMS has four sides, namely, top, bottom, left and right. There
are four directions in which a square may be enlarged, and they are:
upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right. Before a square can
be enlarged in a direction, the PMSM algorithm performs an
enlargeability test in that direction. It hypothetically enlarges the
square in that direction and calculates the ratios of black pixels on the
two "newly included" edges of the square; if one of them falls below
the preset threshold, PMS_fill_perceut, then the enlargeability test
in that direction fails. Otherwise, the square is enlarged in that
direction, and the new square undergoes the enlargeability test again.
Figure 3.3 is a square that is enlargeable in the lower right direction,
assuming PMS_fill_percent equals to 60%. The order each direction
is tested is arbitrary. Note that the final PMS depends on this order.
A square is said to be pseudo maximal if the enlargeability tCSt fails in

II
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all four directions,.

Note that the percentage of black pixels in the whole square is not
tested, because the enlargeability tests ensure the desired black pixel
percentage on each edge of a square, and thus the desired black pixel
percentage of the square as a whole.

During the enlarging process, a square may be shifted up, down, left or
right if the movement results in a "better" square(the algorithm allows
the resulting square not containing the starting pixel). For example,
figure 3.4(a) contains a pseudo maximal square. Notice, however, the
high concentration of black pixels to the left of the square. Figure

_ 3.4(b) is the same square shifted one column to the left. Here, the
square becomes enlargeable in the upper left and lower left directions,
assuming PMS_fill_percent is 60%. However, the shifting distance in
any one direction cannot exceed the size of the previous PMS.

The initial square is thus produced by the PMS derivation procedure
described above. Figure 3.5(a) is an image of a line to be tracked.
Figures 3.5(b) through figure 3.5(e) show the series of enlarging
operations that produces a PMS from its starting point.I

I II
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makes it upper left, lower left enlargeable
(assume PMS_filI_percent = 60%)
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Figure 3.5(a) Derivation of a PMS from starting point 1
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Figure 3.5(b) Derivation of a PMS (initial square)
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Figure 3.5(e) The final PMS (assume PMS_filI_percent = 60%)
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3.2.3 Derive the second PMS
When the initial PSM is established, no direction of any kind can be
determined due to insufficient information. This means that the
second square is equally likely to be found in any direction from the
initial PMS. To locate the second square, a window of the same size as
the initial square is moved around the ring shaped neighborhood
directly outside the initial square at every possible position. The
neighborhood is a square of size 3*size centered at the center of the
initial PMS, minus the initial PMS (size is the size of the initial PMS).
Suppose that the upper left corner of the initial square is (lefzx, lefzy),
then, the neighborhood in which the window can be placed is ((leftx -
size , lefty - size), (leftx + 2*size -1, lefty + 2*size -1), which are the
upper left corner and the lower right corner of the neighborhood,
respectively. However, note that the window cannot be placed in an
area which overlaps the initial square, i.e., it must remain completely
outside of it.

At each position, a count of the total number of black pixels within the
window is kept. After all possible positions are reached by the
window, one with the maximum count value is scanned from top to
bottom, left to right, and the first black pixel encountered is used for
derivation of the second PMS. In cases where more than one window
has the same maximum count of black pixels, the choice of the window

I
I”
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to be used for the second square is arbitrary since no tracking
direction has been established at this point. Figure 3.6 shows the
initial PMS of a line, together with the neighborhood for locating the
second square and the window with the maximum count of black
pixels. The first black pixel of that window, which happens to be the
upper left corner, will be used to derive the second square. If no
square with size between minS and maxS can be generated from the
first black pixel of that window, the scan continues and the next black
pixel is used, and so forth. The derivation of the second PMS follows
the procedure of the initial PMS derivation described in section 3.2.2.

3.2.4 Derive successive PMS's
These first two squares establish a direction for searching for the next
square. Each time a new PMS is derived, a new direction is calculated.
Only the most recent direction is kept for reference because the line
being tracked may curve at any point. The direction is equal to the
angle between the positive x-axis and the line connecting the centers
of currerzzPMS and previ0usPMS, where currerztPMS is the PMS most
recently derived, and previ0usPMS is the one derived before it.

Once the current tracking direction is calculated, assuming that no
lines go backwards, there are three sides that the next square could lie
on. Figure 3.7 shows two successive PMS's. PMS1 and PMS2, where

1
1
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PMS2 is the new pseudo maximal square. The three sides of PMS2 on
which the next PMS may lie are the top side, the right side, and the
left side. For each of the three sides, the likelihood of obtaining the
next square is not the same. The most favored side is, of course, the
one lies closest to the current direction. For example, if the current
direction is between 225 and 315 degrees, then the most favored side
is the top side. Similarly, if the current direction is between 135 and
225, the most favored side is the left side, and so forth. In the case
where the current direction equals 225 degrees, the choice between
the top and the left sides is arbitrary.

It is also necessary to compare the other two sides of the current PMS
to see which one of them is relatively more favored. If the value of
the current direction is between 270 and 315 degrees, then the next
favored side is the right side, and the least favored side is the left side.
If the current direction happens to be 270 degrees, then the right and
left sides are equally favored. As another example, Figure 3.8 shows
two successive PMS's with current direction between 270 and 315
degrees, Thus, for deriving the next PMS, the three sides of PMS2 are
favored in the following descending order: top, right, and left.

After deciding the favoring order for each of the three sides of the
current PMS, the pixels immediately outside of the most favored side

II
I
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most favored

least favored 6 6 second favored

Figure 3.8 With current direction between 45 and 90 degrees, the
most favored side for the next PMS is the top side, the
next favored is the right side, and the least favored is
the left side
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are scanned (top to bottom for left and right sides, left to right for top
and bottom sides), and the first black pixel is picked for the next PMS
derivation. No PMS can overlap other PMS's. This is acheived by
deleting all previous PMS's from the image. The same PMS derivation
procedure described in section 3.2.2 is used here as well, with the only
exception that when a square is shifted, the shifting direction must
comply with the current tracking direction. For instance, if the current
direction is between 270 and 360 degrees, which means the line is
currently moving in the upper right direction, then the square cannot
be shifted down or left.

If no PMS can be derived from that pixel, then the next black pixel is
selected, and so on, until a PMS is found or until all pixels immediately
outside that side are exhausted. If no PMS with size between minS
and maxS is found on the most favored side, the system scans the
next most favored side, and the square searching process continues,
until either a PMS of size between minS and maxS is found or all
pixels immediately outside all three sides favored of the current PMS
are exhausted.

3.2.5 Check Validity of a PMS p
Each time a PMS is derived, assuming it has size between minS
andmaxS,its size is compared with AverageSize, and a difference value p

l
l
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size_düf}‘ is calculated by
size_dy§' = abs(currentPMS.size —AverageSize).

If the value of SiZ6_dl:]‘_f falls below max_diff, a preset threshold, the
current PMS is considered valid and recorded as part of the current
line. Recording of a PMS is described in the next section.

On the other hand, if size_diff exceeds max_diff and currerztPM.S'.size
is greater than AverageSize, the PMSM algorithm first assumes the
possibility of the currentPMS being an intersection square, since
intersection squares are usually larger than those on the individual
line. Figure 3.9 is an example of a typical intersection; notice the
square size difference between the intersection PMS and other PMS's
along the tracked line. In this case, the PMSM algorithm uses the
following one—square lookahead scheme to determine whether the
currentPMS is an intersection square or not. It temporarily keeps the
currentPMS, and attcmpts to derive a subsequent PMS. If one is g
found, and its size is within max_diff of Av6rageSize, then the
algorithm decides that it has encountered an intersection, and thus
records the large intersection PMS for the tracked line, and tracking
proceeds in the usual way from this point. (Note that this square
could be much larger than the average size, so the algorithm does
notactuallyrecord its size). If the next PMS of size within max_diff
ofAverageSizecannot be found, then the temporarily—kept PMS is not E
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recorded and tracking of that end of the line ends because it is likely
that the current line has merged with some large object. Figure 3.10 is
an example of a line running into a large object, resulting in a very
large PMS.

Another possibility is that size_diff exceeds max_diff but
currentPMS.size is less than AverageSize. Then the algorithm does
not record the current PMS either, and also ends tracking at that end
of the line since the tracked line has most likely merged with a very
thin line.

3.2.6 Record a PMS
For every valid PMS generated by the PMSM algorithm, the
coordinates of the square center are calculated and recorded. Also, the
PMS is deleted from the original image as it is derived to simplify the
process of locating successive squares. Calculation of AverageSize and
current direction is also done here.

3.2.7 Approximate Line Thickness
One advantage of the PMSM algorithm is that the thickness of the line
being tracked can be approximated during the process of tracking.
Figure 3.11 shows a typical segment of a line and a pseudo maximal
square derived from it. Assume that the left edge and the right edge
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of the square has the same percentage of black pixels, p, and that the
top edge and bottom edge of the square has the same percentage of
black pixels, q. If the square size is size and the line being tracked
forms an angle t with the positive x-axis, then the thickness of this
line segment is calculated as follows.

seg_thickness =l * cos(t)
= ( p *size + q * size * tan(t) ) * cos(t)
=p * size * cos(t) + q * size * sin(t)

The angle t is unknown and is approximated by the angle between the
positive x-axis and the line connecting the centers of the currentPMS
and previ0usPMS. Seg_t/zickness is calculated for each valid PMS. At
the end of the line tracking, the line thickness is approximated by the
average value of seg_thickness.

3.2.8 Terminate Line Tracking
Tracking of a line at one end is terminated if either one of the
following conditions become true:
(1) no PMS of size between minS and maxS can be derived from any

of the three possible favored sides of the current square;
(2) the newly derived PMS is invalid according to the PMS validation

procedure described in section 3.2.5. «

However, the current line tracking could still go on if the line can be

I° I
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tracked from the opposite end. The PMSM algorithm reverses the
order of the PMS's derived so far, and attempts to continue tracking
using the initial PMS as the current PMS. Tracking of a line terminates
only if no more valid PMS can be derived from either end of the line.
This turn around checking for continuing tracking is necessary
especially in the noninteractive mode, because the system may pick
the middle of a line as its starting point if the middle of that line has
the first beginning run, as shown in Figure 3.12.

3.2.9 Pseudo-code of PMSM
Next follows the pseudo-code of the PMSM algorithm.

end_of_map = false;
while (not end_of_map)
{

end_of_line = false;
number_center = 0;
pick_startpt;
derive initial PMS;
record current
PMS;previousPMS = current PMS;

E

while (not end_of_map and not end_of_line)s
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{

if (number_center == 1)
derive second PMS;

else
derive a successive PMS;

if (the bottom of the map is reached)
end_of_map = true;

else if (no PMS is found)
end_of_line = true;

else
{

record current PMS;
avg_diff = I current PMS.size - average square size I;
calculate current direction;
if (number_center > 2 and avg_diff > maxdiff and

current PMS.size > average square size)
if (current PMS is an intersection square)

record current PMS;
else

end_of_line = true;
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}
end_of_map = true;

; }
}
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Chapter 4 Results and Experiments

4.0 Introduction
This Chapter presents results of the PMSM line tracking algorithm as
well as discussions on experiments involving paramenter settings that
affect the results of the algorithm.

4.1 Results
The image used for the examples here is the ROANOKE map (Figure
4.1). Its complexity makes it an ideal candidate for demostrating
many aspects of the PMSM algorithm.

Figure 4.2 is the entire ROANOKE map after all streets, railroads and
road signs have been tracked. The results are shown by explicitly
outline the PMS's derived during tracking. The tracking was done in
interactive mode.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are 8 x 10 inch maps scanned at 300 dots per inch.
Subsequent examples in this chapter consist of images scanned at 300
dots per inch, and reproduced here enlarged by a factor of 5.

II
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4.2 Setting Control Parameters
Although PMSM is a line tracking algorithm, as stated in Chapter 3, a
line may be any object comprised of black pixels. Ultimately, a line is
whatever the user wishes the algorithm to track. Consequently, it is
very important to let the tracking algorithm know what kind of line it
is expected to track. This is achieved by setting a few control
parameters prior to tracking a line. The following is a list of such
parameters and the effects they have on the tracking result.

4.2.0 Line Thickness
The user may specify the thickness of the line to be tracked by setting
the parameters minThick and maxThick, the minimum and
maximum thickness of the line, respectively. The algorithm then
obtains minS and maxS, the minimum and maximum square size by
setting minS equal to minThick and maxS equal to 1.5 * maxThick.
Squares smaller than minS or larger than maxS are invalid and thus
discarded.

These parameters are useful for eliminating the effects of noise and
other objects nearby the line being tracked. Noise usually consists of a

4

few isloated black pixels. A PMS derived from one of these black
pixels is in general very small. Therefore, setting appropriate
minThick value can be effective in eliminating the effects of noise.

4
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Also, if the line being tracked runs into objects with thickness outside
the range of minThick and maxThick, the PMSM algorithm will look
for alternative squares in other directions. For example, Figure 4.3(a)
is an image of a thick line intersecting a thin line. Figure 4.3(b) is the
result of tracking the vertical line starting at the bottom with
minThick = 4 and maxThick = 10. Notice that instead of keeping
straight through at the intersection to follow the thin line, the tracking
algorithm followed the turn of the thick line. Figure 4.3(c) is the result
of tracking the same line, with minThick = 2 and maxThick = 10.
This time the tracking algorithm followed the thin line at the
intersection because the straight direction is favored by the algorithm
and the parameter settings allowed the difference in line thickness to
be tolerated. The setting of these two parameters is also useful in
noninteractive tracking mode when only the lines within a certain
thickness range are to be tracked.

The majority of the roads on the ROANOKE map are tracked with
minThick equal to 3 and maxThick equal to 25. These settings
effectively capture most of the roads that are intended to be tracked
while ignoring noise made up of small isolated squares.

Note, however, that some of the railroads are extremely thin. In order
to track these railroads, minThick must be set to 1. Otherwise, the

1
1
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Figure 4.3(a) Lines of different thickness intersecting each other
at a corner
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Figure 4.3(b) Tracking the vertical line from the bottom with IminThick = 4 and maxThick =10I
II_ _
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Figure 4.3(c) Tracking the vertical line from the bottom with
minThick = 2 and maxThick = 10
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tracking algorithm would treat the entire railroad as noise. Figure
4.4(a) is a portion of the ROANOKE map that contains such a thin
railroad. Figure 4.4(b) is that image after the thin railroad is extracted
with minThick equal to l and maxThick equal to 5.

4.2.1 Black Pixel Percentage
A pseudo maximal square is allowed to contain some white pixels. The
number of black pixels and white pixels in a PMS is controlled by the
parameter PMS_fill_percent. This parameter is the minimum
percentage of black pixels on each of the four edges of a PMS.

Every square is derived from a single black pixel through a series of
enlarging operations. Prior to enlarging a square in a certain direction,
an enlargeability test is performed to check whether the percentage of
black pixels on each edge of the resulting square is greater than or
equal to PMS_fill_percent. If so, the square is enlargeable in that
direction, otherwise, it cannot be enlarged any further in that
direction.

In most of the tracking cases, PMS_fill_percent may be set to a fixed
value and need not be altered frequently. For instance, 1
PMS_fill_percent was set equal to a default value of 60% while
tracking the ROANOKE map.

11
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In general, a very low PMS_fill_percent tends to generate PMS's
that are relatively large and dominated by white pixels. The size of an
unnecessarily large PMS may exceed maxS and thus prematurely
terminate tracking. In cases where there are other lines intersecting
or coming close to the tracked line, it is conceivable that a low
PMS_fill_perccnt may also include black pixels from those other
lines, and thus either prematurely terminate tracking or jump to
another line. Figure 4.5(a) is an image of a few intersecting lines.
Figure 4.5(b) is the result of one of the lines being tracked, with
PMS_fill_percent equal to 60%. Figure 4.5(c) is the result of the
same line being tracked, but with PMS_fill_percent set to 30%.
Notice that in Figure 4.5(c) the PMS's are larger and that tracking
terminated prematurely because the PMS at the intersection grew
larger than maxS, thus making that PMS invalid. One possible
situation where PMS_fill_percent needs to have a low setting is
when the line to be tracked is not densely covered with black pixels.
In other words, the line contains a high percentage of white pixels.
Tracking such a line requires a low PMS_fill_percent to prevent the
tracking algorithm from terminating prematurely.

On the other hand, setting PMS_fill_percent to a very high value
may also cause tracking to terminate prematurely, and it also results
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Figure 4.5(b) Tracking one line from the right with
PMS_f¤II_percent = 60%
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Figure 4.5(c) Tracking the same line with PMS_filI_percent = 30%
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in relatively smaller PMS's. Figure 4.6(a) is a road sign from the
ROANOKE map. Figure 4.6(b) is the result of tracking the road sign
with PMS_fill_percent equal to 60%. Figure 4.6(c) is the result of
tracking the same sign except that PMS_filI_percent is set to 90%.
Notice here the smaller PMS's in general and the premature
termination of tracking around the corner due to the inability to
derive a PMS larger than minS.

4.2.2 Square Size Difference
Most of the lines that need to be tracked do not have uniform
thickness throughout, mainly due to the inaccuracy of hand drawing or
noise. Figure 4.7 is a close—up of some typical lines. Notice the small
area of black pixels on the edge of the line, and the inconsistancy of
line thickness. To allow proper tracking of such lines, a tolerance
threshold must be set so that a PMS whose size variation from the
average square size falls below that threshold is kept as part of the
tracked line. The parameter maxdiff is used in the PMSM algorithm
for this purpose.

Starting from the third PMS derived for a given line, the size of every
PMS is compared with the average size ot the PMS's derived so far. If
the difference exceeds the parameter value maxdiff, then the new
PMS is not considered to be part of the current line and is thus invalid.
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Figure 4.6(c) Tracking the road sign with PMS_fiII_percent = 90%
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If maxdiff is too low, tracking tends to terminate prematurely. On
the other hand, if maxdiff is too high, tracking may continue on even
when the line runs into other objects and should have ended. For
example, Figure 4.8(a) is an image containing lines of different
thickness merging with each other. Figure 4.8(b) is the result of
tracking one thinner line with maxdiff set to 2. Notice that tracking
terminated where the thin line merged with the thicker one, since thel
difference between the PMS size and the average square size exceeded
maxdiff. Figure 4.8(c) is the result of tracking the same thinner line,
but with maxdiff equal to 5. Here, the thicker line is also included by
the tracking algorithm because maxdiff is large enough to tolerate the
PMS size difference.

Note that the test for maxdiff does not apply to the first two PMS's on
each line. For the first square, the reason is simply that there is no
average square size to compare with. Although a test for maxdiff is
possible for the second square, since lines frequently Start relatively
thin and then quickly reach their thickness (mostly due to inaccuracy
of hand drawing), there are many cases in which the initial square is
small and the second square is much larger. In order to prevent the
PMSM algorithm from terminating prematurely after the initial square
derivation, the system does not apply the maxdiff restriction to the
second PMS on a given line.

N
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Figure 4.8(a) A thin line merging with a thick line
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Figure 4.8(b) Tracking the thin line with minThick = 2,maxThick = 10 and maxdiff = 2
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Figure 4.8(c) Tracking the thin line with minThick = 2,
maxThick = 10 and maxdiff = 5
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Maxdiff is closely related to minS and maxS. The default value for
maxdiff is maxS - minS, since this is the most any two squares on a
tracked line can differ. In fact, in most cases, tracking can be carried
out properly with maxdiff equal to its default value. For example,
the majority of the lines on the ROANOKE map were tracked using
Maxdiff equal to the difference between minS and maxS. Even the
problem in Figure 4.8 may be solved by specifying proper values for
minS and maxS so that the intended line (being only°the thinner
portion or both the thinner and the thicker portions) is tracked while
leaving maxdiff to its default value.

Maxdiff is defined to be the size difference between a PMS and the
average square size. Obviously maxdiff cannot exceed maxS —minS.
However, there are cases where maxdiff needs to be smaller than
maxS · minS. For example, a line may start thin, and gradually turn
thick, as shown in Figure 4.9(a), which means that maxS must be large
enough to accomodate the thick portion. However, since the change in
line thickness is gradual, consecutive PMS's on that line would differ
very little in size. In this case, maxdiff must be set smaller than
maxS - minS for the tracking algorithm to follow the intended line at
possible intersections with lines of different thickness. Figure 4.9(b) is
the line in Figure 4.9(a) tracked from the top with minThick = 2,
maxThick = 14 and maxdiff = 5. Figure 4.9(c) is that line tracked
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Figure 4.9(a) A line which starts thin and gradually grows thick
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Figure 4.9(b) Tracking the line in Figure 4.9(a) from the top with

minThick = 2, maxThick = 14 and maxdiff = 5
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Figure 4.9(c) Tracking the line in Figure 4.9(a) from the top with
minThick = 2, maxThick = 14 and maxdilf = 10
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with minThick = 2, maxThick = 14 and maxdiff = 10.

4.2.3 Number of PMS's on a Line
It is stated in Chapter 3 that line tracking can be done in either
interactive mode or noninteractive mode. In the later mode, the
tracking algorithm searches for a beginning run and attempts to
perform line tracking from there. Everything on the image is tracked.
Prior to execution of the tracking algorithm, minThick and
maxThick can be set to determine the range of thickness of the lines
intended for tracking. Another parameter, min_number_PMS, can
also be set to assist automatic line detection. It is the minimum
number of total PMS's found in order for an object to be considered as
a line. After tracking each object, the system compares the number of
PMS's derived from that line with min_number_PMS, If the
number of PMS's derived is less than min_number_PMS, then the
object is not considered a line and thus discarded. Otherwise, the
object is considered a line.

4.3 Tracking mode -- interactive vs. noninteractive
Line tracking can be carried out in either interactive or noninteractive
mode. The advantage of the interactive approach is that the user can
determine exactly which lines are to be tracked. In certain cases, the
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user may wish to track only some parts of the image. For example, the
user can interactively set the parameters minThick and maxThick
so as to track lines of a specified thickness. The user is also able to
monitor the system behavior closely. For instance, if the system does
terminate tracking of a line prematurely, the user can easily adjust the
parameters and restart the tracking. The obvious disadvantage of this
approach is that the user has to be present during program execution.

The noninteractive method, however, does not require user presence
during program execution. It has its own drawback, however, in that
this method is slower because it tracks many unnecessary pixels that
do not form any line. For example, noise in the image can cause the
system to pick a starting pixel that will not lead to tracking of any line.
Parameters such as min_number_PMS can be combined with
minThick and maxThick for automatic line detection. After each
line is tracked, only those with a total number of PMS's greater than
min_numbcr_PMS and average square size between minS and
maxS are recognized as lines, and their corresponding list of PMS's
recorded.

Another potential problem may result after a line is tracked and all its
PMS's deleted from the image. Since those PMS's usually do not cover
the line entirely, there will be some small areas of black pixels left

- I
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along the line. The system will attemp to tracklthese small areas as
well. To solve this problem, the PMSM algorithm performs a post
process cleaning operation after tracking each line. The purpose of the
cleaning operation is to remove some of the leftover small areas along
the line, thus reducing the time spent trying to track these areas. The
operation works as follows.

When the tracking of a line is completed, the system goes through the
list of PMS's on that line and deletes black pixels still left within the
vicinity of each PMS. Each time a square is examined, the system
takes the previous square, calculates the slope of the line l connecting
the center Cl of previousPMS and C2 of currentPMS. Then, a line
segment k perpendicular to l is moved from C 1 to C2, one pixel at a
time. The length of k is s + epsilon, where s is the size of currentPMS,
and epsilon is a very small integer. The center of line segment k
always lies on line l. All black pixels reachable by k are erased as
pixels leftover from the tracking. Epsilon is added to the PMS size to
ensure the removal of most of the leftover pixels. Figure 4.10(a) is an
image of a line and Figure 4.lO(b) is the result of tracking that line
without applying the cleaning operations after the tracking. Figure
4.l0(c) is the result of tracking the same line, but with the help of the
cleaning operations. Notice that the amount of leftover pixels in Figure
4.l0(c) are significantly less than that of Figure 4.l0(b).
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Figure 4.10(a) Atypical line

l
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Figure 4.10(bl Tracking without cleaning
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°Figure 4.1 O(c) Tracking with cleaning
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4.4 Comparisons With the MSM Algorithm
Figure 4.11 through 4.14 are four sample images of size 480 by 480
pixels. Figure 4.15 through 4.18 are the resulting images from the
MSM algorithm and Figure 4.19 through 4.22 are the resulting images
from the PMSM algorithm. The execution times (on MacII under
A/UX) are listed in Table 4.1. Notice that in general the PMSM
algorithm is a little faster then the MSM algorithm on simple images
while slower on more complicated images. For both algorithms, the
majority of the time is spent on deriving squares. It is clear that the
MSM algorithm generates more squares than the PMSM algorithm.
However, the MSM algorithm only performs enlargeability tests in two
directions instead of four for the PMSM algorithm. Moreover, it only
needs to know whether the "new" edges are entirely black, while the
PMSM algorithm must calculate the percentages of black pixels on the
"new" edges and compare them with PMS_fill_percent. As the
number of lines increases, so does the number of squares to be
derived, therefore, both algorithm slow down. In the case of the
PMSM algorithm, if no valid square can be derived from the selected
black pixel, the algorithm must back up and try to locate another black
pixel for deriving the next PMS. The possibility of backing up
increases as the complexity of the image increases, Also, at every
intersection, the one-square lookahead step requires additional time.
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Figure 4.11 A single line
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Figure 4.12 A few intersecting lines
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Figure 4.14 Some road signs
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Figure 4.15 Tracking the line in Figure 4.11 using the MSM algcrithm

l
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Figure 4.16 Tracking the lines in Figure 4.12 using the MSM algorithm
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Figure 4.18 Tracking the road signs in Figure 4.14
using the MSM algorithm
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Figure 4.19 Tracking the line in Figure 4.11 using the PMSM algorithm
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Figure 4.20 Tracking the lines in Figure 4.12 using the PMSM algorithm
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Figure 4.21 Tracking the lines in Figure 4.13 using the PMSM algorithm
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Figure 4.22 Tracking the road signs in Figure 4.14
using the PMSM algorithm
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Table 4.1 Times (in seconds) required to process the images of
Figure 4.11 through Figure 4.14

Figure 4.11 Figure 4.12 Figure 4.13 Figure 4.14

MSM 16 sec. 17 sec. 42 sec. 13 sec

PMSM 8 sec. 15 sec. 55 sec. 10 sec.
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Overall, the PMSM algorithm generates structure-descriptive
representations that are more suitable for high-level representations
of the lines extracted. It produces lines directly while the MSM
algorithm and the MMMAT algorithm does not. The use of pseudo

I

maximal squares instead of maximal squares also makes it easy to

I
approximate the line thickness.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

A new method for extracting lines from a discrete binary image has
been presented, which is capable of extracting individual lines and
produces a structure·descriptive representation for every line

[ extracted. The algorithm could be considered as an extension of the
Maximal Square Moving (MSM) algorithm since pseudo maximal
squares are substituted for maximal squares, but essentially, it is
distinct from the MSM algorithm because squares are derived only in
the most desirable direction while tracking a line.

The algorithm is extremely suitable for extracting individual lines
from an image. The resulting representation of a line is a set of points
that are the centers of the pseudo maximal squares derived while
tracking that line. This information is highly conducive to creating a
high—level representation of the tracked line. .

One possible enhancement that naturally follows would be to take the
line structure description generated by the PMSM algorithm and use it
as the input to a curve fitting algorithm in order to produce a
high-level representation of the tracked line.

Sanford[27] proposed an algorithm which takes a set of data points

1 106
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and produces the appropriate high—level mathematical representation.
The algorithm first determines whether the input data represents a
straight line or a curve. Then it represents a straight line by the linear
approximation to the endpoints and a curve by the cubic spline
approximation to the data.

Another possible enhancement to the PMSM algorithm would involve
recognition of a gap within a line so that a broken line could be
extracted as a whole. Currently, the PMSM algorithm terminates
tracking or turns at a undesirable point if it encounters a gap within
the tracked line. This is caused by the scanning method during
successive square derivation. Only the black pixels immediately
outside the current PMS are possible candidates for deriving the next
PMS. If there is a gap along the line being tracked, the PMSM '

algorithm will either terminate prematurely or make a turn if
possible.

One solution to this may be to scan further than just the pixels
immediately outside the current PMS for candidates to develop the
next PMS. For example, the algorithm could scan two rows/columns
outside the current PMS instead of just one. It could also place a
window the size of the current PMS immediately outside the favored
side of the current PMS so that black pixels inside that window are
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algorithm should look. If it does not look far enough, it still may not
be able to recognize wider gaps. However, if it looks too far, it may
include pixels from other lines/objects and start tracking unintended
lines. Also, the more pixels that are scanned, the more processing time
the algorithm takes.

An issue closely related to recognizing gaps within lines is that of
tracking dotted lines. The current PMSM algorithm treats each
segment of a dotted line as a separate line and obviously this is not
very desirable. Normally, dotted lines contain large gaps. In this case,
the tracking algorithm must be intelligent enough to differentiate
between a large gap within the tracked line and a gap that separates
the tracked line from other lines/objects. Obviously, much more
intelligence needs to be built into the tracking algorithm to solve the
gap recognizing problem.
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